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Hi All. I am typing this on the Tuesday before heading north for Easter. It is a perfect day, 
light breeze and sunny. Much better than the forecast for Easter. 
 
Over the last few weeks we have had a few events at our field. Bruce with his ALES comps 
must be quite happy, with both events drawing double figures. The last one had 2 groups of 
about 6, who all got 4 flights, and while the day didn’t look much, there was lift about, and the 
winners all found it each flight. I particularly like the landing format, with models doing proper 
landings. 
 
The SAM 600/VARMS event also had reasonable entries, particularly 1/2a Texaco. These 
little models have a habit of flying for the required 6 min in the heats, and so a fly off is held to 
determine the winner. Very spectacular. The 2 glider events (Antique and “Woody” only 
attracted a modest field, but I know there are more models about so next time might be 
better. Maybe another day come August/September. 
 
Having just had our Committee meeting, some details might interest some.... 

• First item was the pilot box location in late evening (a request from the last  meeting to 
locate it on the other side of the strip) The matter was discussed at length, and all 
agreed that a safe solution could not be found, so the answer is NO to the pilot box 
being located at the West side of the strip.  As there is no “police” to look after thing, I 
must remind members that if an accident were to occur, then maybe the club would 
not back an insurance claim, as some of our rules would be being broken. This would 
also be the thinking of other breaches, especially the northern boundary. 

• We are also going to trial the red safety jacket system at training to see if we can 
reduce some of the chaos! 

• We also discussed people ”Claiming” tables, both inside and outside to put their stuff 
on. We are a fairly big and active club now, so it’s only fair that there is space available 
to everyone to do their setting up. 

• We now have a “VISITORS BOOK“. It lives with the “BOUNDARIES” document box. A 
boundaries document is also to be filled out. 

• We have also been advised of some Fox baiting to take place over in the treed area 
over the next month or so. Be advised to keep dogs on leads, as the scent works over 
a wide area. 

 
Thats it for me. Don’t forget our ANZAC “Parade”, the open winch days on alternate days to 
training, and our Wed three F’s night Fly, Feed and Fix. 
 
NEXT GENERAL MEETING... April 10th 

 
 
The Victorian section of the above Association now meets at the VARMS Clubroom on the 
4th Thursday in every month, except December when there is no meeting. Starting time is 
around 8.00 pm. Supper is provided and friendly discussion follows. Attendance fee $3.00 
to cover costs.  
The meeting takes the form of a “show and tell” with members, and others, bringing along 
their projects to present to the gathering. Also there may be discussion on technical 
matters related to electric models. There is normally a lot of experience amongst those 
present, so it is a good time to sort out any problems.  
Max Haysom 9801 3899 

The President                                                      Colin Collyer 
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Meeting commenced 20:00 chaired by Andrew Allen in the absence of Colin Collyer  
 
Apologies  Colin Collyer, John Gottschalk, Bill Eunson  
 
Minutes of December Meeting as printed in Aspectivity, Moved by Robert Kassell, Seconded 
by Geoff Hearn, accepted on voices.  
 
Field Boundary  
At 7:30pm prior to commencement of the formal meeting we had a walk to the North 
boundary and a discussion re the importance of not going beyond the fence line.  
 
Tractor  
Lindsay Henderson briefed the meeting on the details covering the purchase of the new 
tractor and sale of our old Ford 1910.  
 
Event & Promotions  

• VARMS / SAM event 22nd March. ½ A Electric Old Timer, Vintage glider & Woody 
glider flying will take place. VARMS members encouraged to attend and participate.  

• The VMAA trophy has been postponed until later in the year.  
 
Lots of club events in the coming months being promoted:  
• Monty Tyrell Scale Rally 21st & 22nd March  
• Jerilderie Aerotow Easter long weekend  
• Scanner Racing Geelong 12th April  
• Mt Gambier, Lake Leake Float Fly AEFA 3rd-6th April  
• Lilydale Display Sunday 22nd March  
• NFG Twins and More 29th March  
• Sunraysia Fun Fly 2nd & 3rd May  
• Twin Cities MC Scale rally 1st, 2nd & 3rd May  

 
Treasurers Report  
Lindsay requested that we carefully monitor spending following our recent major expenditures 
so that our General Account can recover.  
 
General Business 

• A request from the floor that the committee consider a temporary change of location of 
the pilot box to the East side of the runway when flying late to avoid problems caused 
by the setting sun.  

• Geoff Hearne advised that a visit to the Glider Club at Bacchus Marsh had been 
arranged for Sunday 15th March. He apologised for the late notice brought about 
circumstances beyond his control.  

• Danny Malcman notified members that he had two winches for sale all offers 
considered.  

 
Meeting closed 20:40  
Martin Hopper Act. Minute Sec. 

 

March 2015 General Meeting Minutes           Andrew Allen 
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Flying Event Calendar 
Name Date/s Location Further Info 

General Meeting (8pm) 10/4/15 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 

VARMS Training (10am) 12/4/15 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 

Open Thermal #8 12/4/15 Diggers Rest rcga.org.au 

ALES (12 – 4pm) 18/4/15 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 

AEFA Show & Tell 23/4/15 VARMS Glider Field aefanet.com/ 

Warbirds over Wantirna 25/4/15 VARMS Glider Field See Ad in this issue 

VARMS Training (10am) 26/4/15 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 

F3K #9 DLG 26/4/15 Diggers Rest rcga.org.au 

F5J #4 Elec Thermal 3/5/15 Diggers Rest rcga.org.au 

GMAA Scale Aerotow 3/5/15 Dog Rocks rcga.org.au 

General Meeting (8pm) 8/5/15 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 
 
 

Important Notice 
 

It has been pointed out that many club members are telling other members that 
Hyperion have closed their doors. 

This is not correct 
Hyperion had their motors made by Scorpion to Hyperion specifications. Hyperion 

have had a disagreement with Scorpion and have cut ties with them and thus need to 
find a new manufacturer for their motors and ESC’s. 

It may take many months before Hyperion have the products back in this line 
Rest assured, Hyperion is still strong in its many other lines IE chargers Batteries and 

so on. 
 

Hyperion Australia continues to be a great supported of VARMS. 
 

https://www.hyperionaustralia.com.au/ 
 
 
 
 
 

WANTED WITH INTENT TO REINCARNATE 
 
Used and in working condition two OS 40FP’s or OS 46’s.   
 
Promise of Nirvana for donated motors (preferred mode of acquisition) and only limited 
wisdom for nominal purchase price. 
 
Pls call Jack 0419 304061 with any offer.  
 
Six of my rumoured children that I have never met will be eternally grateful.  Consider 
this as the beginning of your promised clean-out. 

Classifieds 

http://www.rcga.org.au/events/details/191-f3k-8-discus-launch-glider.html
http://www.rcga.org.au/events/details/191-f3k-8-discus-launch-glider.html
http://www.rcga.org.au/events/details/191-f3k-8-discus-launch-glider.html
http://www.rcga.org.au/events/details/191-f3k-8-discus-launch-glider.html
https://www.hyperionaustralia.com.au/
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March 28th saw the best Altitude Limited Electric Soaring (ALES) event yet. 
Eleven pilots competed in light airs on a very pleasant Autumn afternoon. 
The wind shifted between all points of the compass as some nice thermals 
drifted past. The six minute task time was easy pickings for some and a bit 
harder for others. Landings were also easier with about 50% within 1 meter 
of the line. A big pat on the back to Jack Bhalla for having a go and 
competing in his first comp. Jack learnt a lot about catching thermals under 
the guidance of Graham Sullivan. Taking part in this not too serious 
competition is a great way for anyone to learn new skills and take your 
flying to another level. Congratulations to David Pratley and Andrew Allen 
who shared the honours at the end of the day.  

 
 

The next event is scheduled for 18th of April. I would be great if 
someone could volunteer to make some extra flouro landing ropes. 
Also, I still have one height limiter available for $55. Or you can get 
them direct from David Pratley. Call me on 0438644867 for any 
questions you may have on the ALES event. Bruce Clapperton. 
 

Scores 28th of March 2015 
    Pilot Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Total Placing 

David Pratley 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000 1 
Andrew Allen 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000 1 
Alan Mayhew 818 904 901 1000 3623 2 
Bob Wilson 868 982 982 625 3457 3 
Wren Brown 989 1000 1000 379 3368 4 
Colin Collyer 989 949 949 376 3263 5 
Zdenek Busek 477 943 968 784 3172 6 
Jack Bhalla 762 787 878 316 2743 7 
Danny Malcman 437 837 966 361 2601 8 
David Anderson 726 896 264 448 2334 9 
Bruce Clapperton 630 817 453 392 2292 10 

 

Scores 28 February 2015 
       Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Round 6 Total Placings 

David Pratley 1000 705 1000 1000 1000 982 5687 1 
Allen Mayhew 785 1000 833 914 854 1000 5386 2 
Russell Wiltshire 753 757 693 577 1000 1000 4780 3 
Gary Ryan 1000 760 608 880 626 678 4552 4 
Bruce Clapperton 742 825 854 703 715 567 4406 5 
David Anderson 763 1000 1000 1000 512 

 
4275 6 

Zdenek Busek 837 754 623 475 772 648 4109 7 
Phil Eagles 

 
850 750 885 577 817 3879 8 

Peter Cossins 
    

581 778 1359 9 
 

ALES 28 March 2015                                                                    Bruce Clapperton 
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Richard Weil sent me this article, published many years ago in RC Soaring Digest. 
 
Being in the right place at the right time is paramount in the world of thermal duration. In this 
article I will present some ideas about where that somewhere is. Curiously, while speed to fly is 
mostly a statistical question, the issue of where to fly is mostly a relative one, i.e. where to fly 
relative to other competitors, to wind direction, to geographical features, to natural thermal 
indicators (airborne debris, smoke, fauna), to your position on the ground, even relative to 
previous experience. 
 
Let us examine the list of “where to be clues” in descending order of their value to you as a 
competition pilot. 
 
Where to Fly Relative to Other Competitors 
The clues given by other competitors are not easy to miss or difficult to interpret, but there are 
some dangers, the most deadly of which is herd instinct. The desire to go where everyone else 
goes is very strong in humans. In soaring this desire must be controlled. Usually if a group of 
planes is circling, they’re in lift, and it is a good bet to join them.  
 
But be cautious! If the pilots are all herd animals, and if the lift is marginal to negative, the 
situation frequently arises where three, four, or even more planes are all circling in down air. All 
of these pilots are secure in the knowledge that they are circling where everyone else is. They 
are losers. Don’t get sucked in to joining them just because there is a crowd. Look, but go only if 
everyone really is going up, and only if they are within reach. Trust your own eyes and 
judgment. Consider this: if the crowd is in neutral air or going down, valuable intelligence is still 
to be gained. Stay away from them but look for signs of lift downwind of their location. Usually 
the herd picks a spot where there is lift and stays there long after the lift has moved on. The 
antithesis of the herd animal is the lone wolf. This guy avoids the herd, even if it is rocketing 
skyward at Mach 5. He feels that any lift that he doesn’t find all by himself is tainted. This guy 
never wins contests.  
 
Don’t be a lone wolf or an ungulate. Be an opportunist. Take the easy pickings when they come 
along. In any decent contest you’ll have plenty of chances to demonstrate your real skill before 
the fat lady sings.  
 
It is very important to know your competition. Some guys are always worth following, some 
never. Some guys can find and fly in lift that will do you no good; some are so rough that it is 
impossible to read the air they fly through. The more you watch other competitors the more you 
learn about the air, and about them as sources of intelligence. When the good guys are itching 
to get to a winch, you should look around and find out why. When they’re hiding in the parking 
lot, there is also usually a reason. If you are on a road trip, find out who the good local flyers 
are, then watch them. A little “local knowledge” can go a long way. These guys fly this field all 
year long. Chances are they know the spots that work. If your competition is higher than launch 
height, he had to get there by flying in lift. Look for it. If your competition is higher than you, the 
column of lift he is in is usually upwind of him at lower altitude. Start your search upwind of his 
position. If he is lower, start downwind. If he is very, very much higher than you, chances are the 
lift has already gone. Make one pass through the likely area, and then get away quickly if you 
don’t find something. Big sink frequently follows strong lift. Use your ears as well as your eyes. If 
your competition is singing “Born Free”, chances are he has found big lift. If he is muttering 

Where to Fly?                                                                    Frank Weston                            
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obscenities or talking in panicked tones to his timer, stay away from his quadrant of the sky. 
 
Where to Fly Relative to Wind Direction 
It is common knowledge that the streamer on your antenna will usually point to a thermal if there 
is one around. For example: If the wind has been steady, then suddenly there is a lull, or even a 
180 degree shift, chances are there is a thermal moving in upwind. If your streamer begins to 
point left or right from average, chances are there is some thermal activity in the direction it is 
pointing. The streamer provides good information, but don’t rely on it for all of your decision-
making.  
 
Sometimes you are too far away to take advantage of the information. If your plane is a half mile 
away to the left, and suddenly your streamer moves right, don’t waste time chasing it. 
Sometimes the information itself is erroneous. On gusty, turbulent days, the wind direction can 
shift all over the compass and indicate nothing of real value. Did you ever notice that all of the 
really good pilots seem to end up way downwind on most of their flights? Moreover, the windier 
the day, the more they tend to head straight downwind right off the launch. Didn’t notice? Well, 
you should have, because there are some very, very good reasons to start a thermal search 
downwind. 
 
Reason Number One:  
If you have been paying attention prior to your launch, you already know what conditions exist 
downwind. You have very few clues as to what’s upwind. The Devil you do know is better than 
the one you don’t. If the air prior to launch has been still, start your search overhead or 
downwind. If a major thermal came through within a minute prior your launch, go downwind to 
get it.  
DANGER! If a really big thermal comes through, and if it is moving fast, think twice before 
chasing it downwind. Really big, fast moving thermals leave nothing but down air in their wake, 
and unless you catch them you will be very low, very quickly, and land out very far downwind.In 
this situation, the best course of action is to find something wrong with your radio just before 
launch and take about five minutes to fix it. 
 
Reason Number Two: 
Light lift is easier to detect if the airplane is downwind. An airplane upwind is usually flown at a 
higher angle relative to the horizon than one flown downwind thus the horizon is of less use as a 
reference. Further, the upwind airplane drifts downwind increasing the angle relative to the 
horizon and giving a false impression of slight altitude gain. A downwind airplane always looks 
to be in trouble, and the lightest lift is far more readily detected. 
 
Reason Number Three:  
You are more likely to find lift flying downwind than flying upwind. Assumptions (acknowledged 
as facts by most soaring pilots): Thermals are generated by randomly distributed sources such 
as roads, parking lots, automobile junk yards, large open dry fields, etc. On a good day, these 
sources will generate thermal after thermal at a cyclic rate determined by the amount of energy 
falling on the source, and the velocity and physical properties of the air moving over the source. 
Thermals move away from their source at a rate proportionate to wind speed and vertical speed 
of the thermal. As thermals move away from their source and gain altitude, they become 
stronger and larger until they reach an inversion layer or the stratosphere. Small lower thermals 
also tend to join other small low thermals to become bigger higher thermals. There is a 
minimum altitude at which a thermal can be detected and worked, and this minimum altitude 
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decreases as wind increases. It is better to encounter a bigger thermal higher than a smaller 
thermal lower. 
The figure adjacent (Figure 1) is the basic thermal 
model. The thermal source can shed rising air 
bubbles at a rate ranging from nearly continuous to 
once daily. The rate at which the air bubble rises and 
expands is determined by the physical properties of 
the   
atmosphere and by the amount of energy contained 
within the rising air bubble or column. The direction in 
which the rising air moves is determined by the wind, 
the vertical speed of the bubble, and probably coriolis 
force, which for our purposes is not considered.  
 
 
 

Figure 1 

 
Figure 2 

 
The figure above (Figure 2) shows the random distribution of thermal sources, the different 
sizes of thermals, the joining of smaller thermals to create a larger one. What is not shown is the 
different rates at which thermals can generate, and their less than uniform movement and 
joining. 
 
The adjacent figures (Figure 3) are the meat 
of the theory. A sailplane with a 20 to 1 glide 
ratio at 20 knots is assumed. All thermals are 
going up at 5 kt. A minimum usable thermal 
altitude is assumed at 60 feet for no wind (the 
top figure), 75 feet for 5 knots of wind (the 
middle figure), and 90 feet for l0 knots of 
wind, (the bottom figure). Scale has been 
compressed along the X-axis for clarity. The 
wind is blowing from right to left. The top 
figure shows that in no wind conditions our 
sailplane will encounter the same number of 
usable thermals flying in 
any direction. Eight are encountered.  
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The middle figure, which portrays a 5kt breeze, shows that going upwind five thermals will be 
encountered; while going     Figure 3 
downwind, seven usable thermals will be encountered. This is only part of the story, since the 
thermals downwind will be encountered higher where they are wider, and stronger. The ratio of 
encounter downwind to upwind is 1.4. 
 
The bottom figure shows what happens when the wind picks up to 10 knots. Maybe four usable 
thermals are encountered going upwind, while six are encountered going downwind. The ratio 
of encounter downwind to upwind is 1.5. It would appear that the ratio of success downwind to 
upwind increases with wind speed! 
 
Theory: The probability of encountering a workable thermal (given no other indications) is 
greater flying a downwind search pattern than flying an upwind pattern. The ratio of downwind 
to upwind probability of success decreases as wind strength decreases and is equal to one in 
zero wind conditions. 
 
Reason number four:  
Most contests are held at the biggest, most level, most clear, most sun-drenched field around. 
The field itself is probably the best source of thermals for miles. All of the thermals generated by 
the field on which you are standing will be either overhead or downwind. Except in the Midwest 
where fields are delineated only by other fields, a vertical barrier of some kind such as a tree 
line usually defines fields. It is impossible to fly an upwind tree line effectively. If you fly 
downwind, the downwind tree line is always available for some last minute scratching. A good 
pilot can lurk for minutes at 50 to 100 feet on a downwind tree line and wait for a thermal to 
break from the field. Try that upwind! 
 
Where to Fly Relative to Your Own Position 
Don’t fly overhead unless you are carried there by a thermal! Lift is very difficult to detect when 
your plane is directly overhead; thus, a search pattern that passes overhead is not usually a 
good one. Further, looking straight up is a pain in the neck. If lift is overhead, you will want to fly 
in it, so if the lift overhead is not moving away, try moving yourself away. Don’t fly straight away 
or toward yourself when looking for lift. It is very difficult to see the plane, much less detect lift 
when viewing from end-on. The best search pattern is one that gives you a good side or quarter 
view of the model for most of the time. 
 
Where to Fly Relative to Previous Experience 
If you had luck in a particular spot before, chances are you will find lift there again unless some 
major variables have changed. On your first launch you should consider the conditions and fly 
what you think is the search pattern with the highest probability of success. If you find lift, try the 
same search pattern on subsequent flights. If you have no success, next time out (unless there 
are indicators to the contrary) fly a different search pattern. For example: you know you want to 
search downwind to a tree line. If, on your first flight you go left and find no lift, next time at the 
winch, instead of running downwind to the left, try it to the right. 
 
Where to Fly Relative to Geographical Features and Natural Thermal Indicators 
Geographical features which you should look for include: Roads, parking lots, rocky or dry 
fields, junk yards, tank farms, residential areas, and any other piece of real estate which has the 
capability to heat up under direct sun. Certain features are of more value during different times 
of the day. A hillside that receives the direct rays of the morning sun will be among the first 
locations to begin shedding thermals. This same hillside may be useless in the afternoon. Rocky 
or sandy areas may take longer to heat up, but will release stored heat late into the afternoon. 
Late in the afternoon on still days, wooded areas sometimes release weak thermals. 
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Topographical irregularities such as tree lines, tall corn, steep hills, buildings, and anything else 
which will cause air to be disturbed can not only be good spots for slope lift, but also seem to be 
a catalyst for thermals. Natural thermal indicators include smoke, dust, and airborne plant 
material. Also included are zoological-type indicators such as birds and insects. Thick smoke 
from fires and dust devils going straight up are pretty obvious indicators, less obvious are little 
items like dandelions and other airborne seeds. If these materials are floating around in the air 
over your head, something had to put them there. There are those who claim to be able to see 
thermals, and I don’t believe they are all crackpots. Under certain circumstances, a hazy tint to 
the air can indicate the presence of lift. 
Call me crackpot if you want, but I have seen and used contrasts in sky color to find lift. I think 
these slight differences incolor are caused by debris that has been borne aloft by thermal 
activity, or are the initial stages of condensation to form a cloud. Clouds themselves can be 
indicators; in fact, cumulus clouds are the direct and visible result of thermals rising. Usually (but 
not always) the clouds themselves are too high and/or too far away to do any good as a thermal 
marker, but the passage of a band of clouds can indicate a general up-cycle, and a zone of 
clear blue sky can indicate some serious down air. 
Birds, like other competitors, are obvious indicators of lift. The best birds to watch are usually 
swallows or the like which swarm around insects being carried aloft by thermals. This type of 
bird is best, because they are there when the thermal is and gone the minute the thermal 
dissipates. They are a visible outline of the thermal. Buzzards and hawks, on the other hand, 
seem to hang around even after the lift is gone. Pay attention! If the buzzard is circling, chances 
are there is lift, but if Mr. Buzzard is flying straight and level, beware. Hawks calling to their 
mates are often a good thermal indicator. Usually you hear the call before you see the hawk, 
and it has been my experience that when they are calling it is when (or because) they are in lift. 
Look for the source of the noise. Seagulls are the worst of all birds for indicating lift. They’re so 
efficient, they can make down air look good. Worse, they tend to circle over landfills and 
dumpsters, over farmers plowing fields, and any other source of food, but not necessarily lift. 
 
Thermal Tip from Country Bob 
It is a little known fact that cows usually stand with their tails to the wind. Feeding birds also 
hang around cows to chow down on the insects the cows attract and/or stir up. 
The cow/insect/bird combo can be a potent weapon in the search for thermals. The cows 
indicate wind direction and shifts, and the birds chase insects up into the lift. 
Just remember, cows always look at lift. 
 
Summary 
If there are obvious and reliable indicators of lift, and if you can get to them with acceptable risk, 
go there. If there are no obvious indicators, but if you have had success in one area before, look 
there first. If there are no other indicators, search downwind, in a pattern that takes the plane to 
your left or right so that you have a good side or quarter view of the model. 
 
Look and listen, pay attention to wind shifts, other competitors, birds, insects and cows. 

 
  

Please send articles & photos for 
publication to 

editor@VARMS.org.au 
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A small group went to Camperdown  midweek and stayed at the Amble Inn on the outskirts due 
to the fact that the caravan park cabins were all full.  
 
Martin Hopper and me arrived on Tuesday arvo to see the rest enjoying a brisk breeze at the 
Doctors so we joined them.....Mr and Mrs Eagles had enjoyed a leisurely but lasting breakfast 
mainly consisting of Hendo's plane, and one other I think, anyway the wind strength increased 
to over 25 knots and few planes dared to fly.  
 
The EPP club trainer  was constantly being guided by a variety of "relative newbees" in very 
good strong winds and bounding lift but all of them had plenty of time on the sticks while being 
saved from repairs by chief instructor Slacko and the buddy box. Fantastic day.  
 
The following day was entirely different as the wind had blown itself out and changed directions 
but we had a brilliant morning overflying the golf course in gentle lift ....all good fun. 
Camperdown being Camperdown  the wind swung round to The Point sometime in the arvo and 
again increased in strength so that the large scale planes could have a blast. Mr and Mrs 
Eagles stayed away....probably had bellyache !!!!. Tiffin was consumed at a leisurely pace out of 
the wind and back at the campsite until sadly we all admitted to being 'flewed out' and it was 
time for a splash and dash. Translated that means a quick shower or freshen up and then 
hightail it down to the pub for a feed. Good flying and good grub, what a way to spend a day? 
 
Thursday started with a ..... WOW.!...BLOODY HELL ! .... 30 knots constant and bang on at the 
Doctors with the lift vertical and smooth. Oh, so smooth once you were up there. The buddy box 
was being worked overtime but the only planes flying were those that could withstand the 
landings which was not easy. Phil Eagles had a blast with his EPP plane as did David Campbell 

Where to Fly?                                                                    Colin Smith                            
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and also yours truly but sadly the wind got the better of us.  30 knots constant and low 40's in 
the gusts or so the wind meter said! Anyway, we eventually stayed grounded. Phil snapped an 
aileron servo horn so we retired to the safety of the caravan park to ALL help him repair it. Red 
wine and beer does help but all I can say about the ensuing chaos was that Phil opened a box 
upon which sat his servo screw.... which cast said screw onto the grass. Magnets were 
produced and the surrounding areas thoroughly searched for the lost screw but sadly to no avail  
 
However all was not lost because I can safely say that despite what many might think ....Phil 
Eagles does not have a screw lose..... Phil, your screw has been found .  Fun and games again 
at the evening meal until at 8.00 it was decided that we were again all flewed out ....So another 
fine day was had by all.  
 
Most went home on Friday morning when Geoff Moore arrived with Des Bayliss and the wind 
was spot on at the point from early morning to late afternoon. It varied from floaters up to a very 
pleasant  20 knots. The press arrived in the shape of a delightful young lass who photographed 
us up and gave permission for the photo to be reproduced in our mag. We flew all day and my 
Habicht was passed around for all to enjoy, and I got in some much needed touch and go 
practice.  
 
Sadly we had to call it quits and come home.....Oh well until the next time. 
 
Editors note: The only planes flying in ALL conditions were the EPP ones that Colin has kitted 
and he only has a few left. It is very doubtful that there will be any more made, so get them 
quick.....9874 3480 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Now that’s a spot landing………Photo via RC Soaring Society Facebook page 
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VARMS Altitude Limited Electric Soaring (ALES) Comp. 

Following the successful ALES event in 2014 the following dates have been booked for 2015: 
 
Saturday 18th of April 
Time: 12pm to 4pm 
 
As we saw on the day, you don’t need an expensive model to be competitive. So get those planes all 
tuned up and get in lots of practice! I have some iCAM height limiters for sale if you need one on the 
day of the competition. Or, you can get one from David Pratley at Hyperion Australia. 

 For any questions contact Bruce Clapperton 0438 644 867 or bruce.clapperton@rocketmail.com or 
speak to Alan Mayhew. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Well that was embarrassing......  
 
Geoff Hearn kindly arranged for a guided tour of the Australian Gliding 
Museum at Bacchus Marsh for VARMS members. The museum 
members did a great job of setting up facilities for us and catering for an 
afternoon tea, all to be rewarded with a grand total of 3 attendees. Four 
museum members present to host us and we can only provide a trio of 
interested parties. The museum hosts non-aviation related groups and 
get 20 - 30 attendees. You'd think that a club that shares the same 
interest and has a healthy scale group would respond better. 
 
Anyways, the 3 of us were spoilt with an extremely detailed and 
entertaining tour of a great facility with a huge collection of full-scale 
and model sailplanes and an incredible archive. Two of us were so 
impressed that we became members on the day.  
 
I was going to write an article for Aspectivity but I won't as VARMS members are obviously not 
interested.  
 
Thanks Geoff for your efforts and special thanks to David for the tour. 

 
 
 
  

Australian Gliding Museum Visit                                  Glenn Salisbury 

Please send articles & photos for 
publication to 

editor@VARMS.org.au 

mailto:bruce.clapperton@rocketmail.com
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publication to 
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Mowing Roster  

    
 

Field                     Alan Gray                    Feb (early) 
                             Graeme Hollis            Feb (late) 

     Martin Hopper          Mar (early) 
                             Robert Kassell            Mar (late) 

     Tim Stewart                Apr (early) 
                             Geoff Moore              Apr (late) 
 
 
  

Runway & Pits:     Ken Thompson            1st week 
                             Peter Griffiths             2nd week 
                             Paul Van Tongeren     3rd week 
                             Alan Taylor                   4th week 
  

Heliport:                Geoff Moore 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Standard Operating Times for VARMS Glider Field: 
 
*Aerotow:   Second Saturday each month, 12.00 Noon till 5.00 pm  
    "Glider" is any Glider, or electric glider, flown as a glider, ie. climb and glide 
Clubrooms:   All days  7.00 am till 11.00 pm 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For queries or problems regarding this timetable, please contact Max Haysom or Colin Collyer. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 

Any Problems with the field, ring 
Henry Wohlmuth 

9764 1921 

Training Dates 
 

12th & 26th Apr 
 

Training radio 
Frequencies are now 

on 2.4 GHz 
 

VARMS Training is 
kindly sponsored by: 

 

Hyperion Australia 
 

 

The Keyboard 
 
Your frequency key should have your full name written clearly on it so that you can be easily recognised and 
contacted in case of a frequency clash. Mobile phone number on the key is a good idea too, in case you have 
departed and left your key in the board thus stopping someone else using that frequency. Members using 2.4 GHz 
sets should still insert a standard key in the appropriate section of the keyboard. 

       Mon   Tue  Wed  Thur   Fri   Sat  Sun 
 
8am-Noon (power)   Power Glider Power Glider Power Power Glider 
Dawn-Noon (glider) 
 

Noon-5pm (AEST) (power)   
Noon-5pm (AEDST) (power)   Glider Power Glider Power Glider Glider Glider 
Noon-Dusk (glider) 
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Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the view of VARMS Inc. Editor or Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the content. 

 

President   Colin Collyer  9561 9097 president@VARMS.org.au 
VP & Site Liaison  Max Haysom  9801 3899 vp@VARMS.org.au 
Secretary   Andrew Allen  97238303 secretary@VARMS.org.au 
Treasurer   Lindsay Henderson 97527415 treasurer@VARMS.org.au 
Contest Director   Alan Mayhew  0412 994 213 cd@VARMS.org.au 
Editor    Glenn Salisbury  9404 2157 editor@VARMS.org.au 
Ordinary Member  Martin Hopper  9873 8256 
Membership Secretary  Tim Morland  97032696  membership@VARMS.org.au 
Heli Group Rep   Geoff Moore  9802 2044  heli@VARMS.org.au 
Sports Power Rep  Graham Sullivan  95297095  power@VARMS.org.au 

  Asset Manager   Ken Thompson  0401819564 asset@varms.org.au 
Webmaster   Steve Tester  9724 9728  steve@VARMS.org.au 

 

VARMS Web Site: http://www.varms.org.au – for up to date info on VARMS 
 

Current Members: If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA,so that we can maintain the 
correct addressing of this Newsletter. 

Potential Members: If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our activities, please contact the 
Secretary, or other Committee member. 

 

 
 
 

    
 

VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modelers who were interested in building and flying radio 
controlled gliders. Members fly at many places, but have a home field, within the Knox Regional Sports Park 
(South Wantirna) some 60 metres west of the rear of the State Basketball Centre- Entrance off George Street, 
where Training Classes with dual controlled gliders are held every second Sunday 10-1.00pm. A calendar for 
training is attached to the flying field gate. 
 

VARMS Training is kindly sponsored by Hyperion Australia. 
 

VARMS organizes regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, from fun-fly, scale, open competition 
and self launching (electric) gliders. 
General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) – at the VARMS Clubroom 
near State Basketball Centre (as above) and, during daylight saving time there may be limited flying allowed 
before Meeting starts at 8.00pm. Visitors are welcome. Formalities are usually followed by lively discussions on 
matters of interest to all modellers followed by a cup of your favourite brew. 
 
 
 

 

 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 
Organisation No. A0001504U 

 
Affiliated with the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) 

The World Air Sports Federation 

mailto:power@VARMS.org.au
mailto:asset@varms.org.au
http://www.varms.org.au/

